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PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM(5 points) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word (s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word (s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. We need to cut down on the emission of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.  

 A. intake   B. discharge   C. uptake  D. retake   

Question 2. Most of the Imperial Citadel of Thang Long was demolished in the early 20th century.  

A. rebuilt   B. pulled down  C. put up  D. pulled up  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 3. I wonder if you could tell me who was awarded the ____. 

 A. scholarship  B. scholastic   C. scholar   D. scholarly 

Question 4. We admired the Japanese ________ the city of Fukushima after the disaster.  
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 A. of having rebuilt  B. to rebuild   C. for having rebuilt  D. to being rebuilt   

Question 5. Melanie was the only person ____ a letter of thanks.  

 A. writing   B. wrote   C. to write   D. written    

Question 6. The government must take ____ to cut vehicle emissions.  

 A. measures   B. discover   C. repeat   D. ban  

Question 7. He thanked us ____ having contributed to cleaning the surrounding environment.  

 A. with  B. on    C. for    D. to     

Question 8. Tom is still watching television. He ____ television all day.  

 A. has been watching  B. watched   C. was watching  D. has watched   

Question 9. Developed countries are responsible for 80% of the ________ carbon dioxide that is already in 

the atmosphere  

 A. man-mades  B. men-made   C. man-made   D. man-making   

Question 10. The factory was accused ____ having caused higher level of pollution to the environment.  

 A. about   B. of   C. on   D. for  

Question 11. It is not easy at all to get a good job without any ____ qualifications.  

 A. great  B. academic   C. favourite   D. social   

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 12. - Tim: What solution to air pollution can you suggest?    - Susan: ____ 

 A. Smoke from factory chimneys pollutes the air.  B. Air pollution causes acid rain.   

C. Air pollution is really serious these days.   D. People should use public means of transport.  

Question 13. - Nam: “I hear you've passed your exam. Congratulations!”    – Hoa: “____” 

 A. What a pity! B. I'm alright.  C. You're welcome.  D. Thank you.  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 14. A. office B. result   C. nature   D. farmer 

Question 15. A. production B. situation   C. politician   D. definition 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 16. A. houses  B. studies   C. glasses   D. horses    

Question 17. A. continue B. likely   C. instant   D. finish    

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word (s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word (s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 18. Though built almost five hundred years ago, the church remained practically intact. 

 A. in ruins   B. in chaos   C. in perfection  D. in completion  

Question 19. Cutting down on energy use is the best way to help reduce global warming. 

A. Shrinking   B. Declining   C. Decreasing   D. Increasing  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 20.  I have never been understanding why such a lot of people want to study abroad. 

   A                         B        C         D 

Question 21. Having deciding on the topic of the presentation, he started finding relevant information for it. 

                       A   B           C               D 

 Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that 

best fits each of the numbered blanks. 
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Global warming is primarily a problem of too much carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, (22) ____ acts 

as a blanket, trapping heat and the planet. Globally, the average surface temperature has increases more than 

one degree Fahrenheit since the late 1800s. Most of that increase has occurred over the past three decades.  

We are overloading our atmosphere with carbon dioxide, which traps heat and steadily drives up the 

planet's temperature. Carbon dioxide comes from the fossil fuels we burn for energy, such as coal, natural gas, 

and oil, and the loss of forests due to (23) ____, especially in the tropics.  

Within the scientific community, there is no debate. Most scientists agree that global (24) ____ is 

happening and that human activity is the primary cause.  

Global warming is already having significant and costly effects- and these consequences will only 

intensify as the planet's temperature continues to rise. Global warming is accelerating the rate of sea level rise 

and dramatically increasing coastal flooding risk. Climate change has significant effects for our health, 

including increased air pollution and a longer and (25) ____ intense allergy season.  

Question 22. A. that    B. which   C. who   D. when  

Question 23.  A. deforestation  B. culture   C. relation   D. afforestation  

Question 24.  A. wrapping   B. proving   C. offering   D. warming  

Question 25.  A. more   B. few    C. less    D. little  

 

PHẦN TỰ LUẬN(5 points) 

Complete the following sentences using the correct form of given words. (0,5 point) 

Question 1:  Farming contributes more than 30 percent of the total greenhouse gas _________. (EMIT) 

Question 2:  Most of these students are interested in pursuing _____________ studies for bachelor's degrees. 

(GRADUATE) 

Give the correct forms of the verbs in brackets (0,5 points) 

Question 3:  Bill is still a bad driver although he (drive) ________________________ cars for six years 

Question 4:  The most magnificent feature of Taj Mahal (notice)________________ is the central dome. 

 

Reading: Read the passage and answer the questions: (1.5 points) 

EDUCATION IN THE FUTURE 

Education is another area of social life in which information technology is changing the way we 

communicate. Today's college students may not simply sit in a lecture or a library to learn about their field. 

Through their computers and the wonders of virtual reality they can participate in lifelike simulated 

experiences. Consider the following scenario of the future of education made possible through developments 

in information technology.  

For children over the age of 10, daily attendance at schools is not compulsory. Some of the older 

children attend school only once or twice weekly to get tutorial support or instruction from a teacher. For the 

most part, pupils are encouraged to work online from home. Students must complete a minimum number of 

study hours per year; however, they may make up these hours by studying at home at times that suit their 

family schedule. They can log on early or late in the day and even join live classes in other countries. In order 

to ensure that each student is learning adequately, computer software will automatically monitor the number 

of hours a week each student studies on-line as well as that students' learning materials and assessment 

activities. Reports will be available for parents and teachers. The software can then identify the best learning 

activities and condition for each individual student and generate similar activities. It can also areas of weak 

achievement and produce special programs adjusted to the students' needs.  
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Question 5. What is changing the way we communicate? 

=> __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 6. How often are children who are older than 10 required to go to school?  

=> __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 7. Who/What counts the time the students study on-line?  

=> __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 8. Can the software identify the best activities for the students?  

=> __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 9. How will computer software monitor the time each student studies on-line? 

=> __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Rewrite the following sentences, using suggestions. (1.5 points) 

Question 10: These are the ancient houses which were built a long time ago. (Using participle) 

=> ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 11: I started learning how to play the piano eight months ago. I'm still learning it.  

=> I have _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 12: Since I had not seen him for ages, I didn’t recognize him.  

=> Not having ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 13: Mike had taken part in the Green Summer activities. He was rewarded for that. (Using perfect 

gerunds) 

=> Mike was _________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 14:  We stood on the bridge which connects the two halves of the building. (Using participle) 

=> _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Listening: Listen and fill in each gap, using the following words. (1 point) 

geological  flora  1994  archaeological  grotto  Viet Nam 

 

Question  15. Ha Long Bay was recognised as a Natural World Heritage Site in _______________. 

Question  16. Thanks to its distinctive scenic beauty and outstanding _________________ value.  

Question  17. Rubbish can be found not in trash bins but on the ground and everywhere in caves and ________. 

Question  18. Ha Long Bay is also famous for its fauna and  ____________. 

 

  ***** The end***** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


